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Abstract: This paper describes some application of artificial neural networks in electr ic
power systems. The concept of adaptive pattern recognition and neural networks in
the process of recognizing and classifying patterns is explained. The Generalized Delta
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-
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

n - the number of generator nodes;

P . - mechanical power of the i- th generator
1/11

P .(0+ ) - electr ical output (active power) of the i-the generator immediately after
el

occurrence of a fault

E- - electro motive force behind the transient reactance of the i-th generator
I

G .. B .. - components of ij-th elements of the reduced short circuit admittance matrix
IJ' IJ

for the network

M, = TJjSni - inertia constant of the i-th synchronous machine;
Ws

TJ i - inertia time constant;

Sni - rated apparent power;

W s - synchronous speed of rotation;
n

MeGI = 'LMj
j=l

oj - rotor angle of the i-th generator relative to the synchronously rotating reference
frame

Wi - angular velocity of the rotor of the i-th generator relative to the synchronous
velocity

. 1 n
00 = 'L MjC5j ; OJ = OJ - 00 ;

MT i= l
-

C« =E-E ·B·· . D·· =E-E ·G.. . P. = P . -E7G··IJ I J IJ' IJ I J IJ ' I 1111 I II

1. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Traditional pattern recognition techniques has been viewed as useful for
recognizing and classifying objects that belong to different classes. However, existing
conventional pattern recognition techniques are incapable of synthesizing complex and
t ransparent mappings. They are computationally involved if applied in power systems,
because a new discriminant function is required for any change in network topology or
new disturbance location.

The addition of parallel distributed processing to traditional pat tern recognition
has given rise to a more powerful methodology, adaptive pattern recognition. The
introduction of parallel distributed processing allows for adaptive learning and
classificat ion. Such subsymbolic-Ievel processing seems to be appropriate for dealing
with perception tasks and perhaps even with tasks that call for combined perception
and cognition.
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Artificial neural networks (ANN) [14] also known as parallel distribu ted
processing systems, connectionist networks or adaptive systems are based upon the
methods of information processing understood to exist in the brain. They consist of a
large number of simple processing units, massively interconnected. Such processing
architectures have capability to create its own sub-symbolic representation, to learn,
to memorize, and to recall associatively. In the supervised learning of input/outpu t
pairs, the ANNs can predict accurately and generalize in the feature space. Neural
sys tems are efficient in discovering similarities among large bodies of data and in
synthesizing distributed faul t-tolerant models for nonlinear, partly unknown and
noise corrupted system.

A typical feedforward neural network is illustrated in Figure 1. A three layered
network is shown, but in principle there could be more than one layer of internal
representation units. The idea underlying the design of the network is that the
information going to the inpu t layer units are recoded into an internal representation
and the outpu ts are generated by the internal representation rather than by the input
pat tern .

output pattern y

output layer
(M un its)

hidden layer
( H un its)

inpu t layer
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Figure 1. An illustration of feed fo rward neural netw- :k

Histor icallv Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams demonstrated [17] that a
•

feedforward layered machine of the Perceptron type with one or more internal layers
could indeed train itself autonomously as desired if analytic functions were used for
activation at the network nodes and if a generalized delta rule (GDR) was used to

change the interconnecting weights, .act ivat ion functions and thresholds until proper
recognition capability had been attained. Supervised learning may be treated as a
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mechanism which when presented with a sequence of class labeled pat terns learns an
in ternal structure which allows it to generalize and to classify other patterns correctly.
The input sign a ls come either from the environment or from the ou tpu ts of other
processing units and from the input pattern vector. A typical neuron, which is the
elemen tary processor unit of a neural-net, utilizes the logistic activation function as
shown in Figure 2. The parameter ~ is called a threshold and determines the
transition region of the function, while the parameter Bo determines the abruptness of
the transit ion. Also shown is the weight corresponding to each unit, a collection of

wh ich forms the weight vector!£., where w i represents the connection strength for the

Figure 2. An Illus t ration of a neu ro n with sigmoidal activation fu nc tion

•nuta tion :

n

L-th inpu t . The 'act iva tion or total input for a unit in layer j is called net) = I WjiOi'

The computation is typica lly perfo rmed by taking the scalar (dot) product of the input

vecto r !£. and processing tha t value through an activation function f. In the vector

Each processing unit is characte rized by the threshold parameter O. It may e
Viewed as another weight re lative to the til + I)-th inpu t of proce ing uni t that
receives perrnunen t ly signal of value one. The expression (l ) becorn n point- wise

•
notat run :

The activation fu nct ion determines the output value of a proce sing uni t. The
s igmoidal activation fun ctio n, that is a hybr id of the ramp and the tep act ivation
fun ctions, shown in Figur« 2, provides a graded nonlin snr respo ns to the inpu t signal.
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(3)
1

l + e

It has the equation :
or= - - - ----,.-

The sigmoidal function has the importan t property of xponential maps that its
first derivative can be expressed in terms of the function itself. This fun ction yields an
output which varies continuously from 0 to 1. The quan t ity 0 serves as a "th reshold"
and positions the transition region of the rfunction. )

In learning the hidden representation, that is, the weights and the threshold
values, the network is presented with a pair of patterns, an input pa ttern and a
corresponding desired output pattern. Using its (possibly incorrect ) weigh ts and
thresholds, the network produces its own output pa t tern which is compared wi th the
desired output pattern. The outputs of units in layer Il are multiplied by various
weights w,) and these are inpu ts :"01' the hidden layer J~ "t" 1. Each node in a lower layer
is connected to every node in the next layer withou t feedback co nnectio ns from a
higher layer to a lower layer. The inpu t pa t terns are fed into the inpu t layer and
propagated forward to the outpu t layer. T he outputs a re compared wi th the desired
outputs and the er ro r signals propagate backwards th rough the ne work adjusting he
weights of each layer. The delta rule , which is the basis fo r trnininc of the single-layer
perceptron is also called the Widrow-Hoff rule and has the form:

J Wi) = '7 (dJ - oJ )0, ( 4 )

where d
J

is the desired ou tpu t of uni t ) and o~ = d) - 0 ) is the error signal at the output
of the uni t} .

T he generalized delta ru le applies to systems with hidde n layers and is frequent ly
augmented by the momentum te rm for convergence reasons, as:

6 lVi)rJ = '1S) OJ + a ..11L") ';_I) (5 )

where r, denotes the i-th seque nce of the iterative procedure. while '1 is ca lled the
learning rate parameter. The momentum term a tends to mak e the next weight
change in more or less the same direction as the last change keeping the network from
falling into a local minimum. The training objective of the supervised learning neural-

net is to achieve a unique se t of weights ( ~) and th resho ld <Q.) that will min imize

criteria ( 6) over the ent ire se t of patterns ip ). E is the su m of squared difference
between the set of training outpu ts for all patterns p and the se t of actual outputs .

•J

E =1/2L7 ~diPJ- 0~P l r (6)

P " •

A minimization is performed using a gradient-descent algorithm which always
takes the steepest descending route down from the current position. Adjustment of
weights are made first, updating the hidden-to output weights, comput ing so the 0i.:.· s
at .the output layer and then back propagation these error signals to the hidden layer
to compute 8.' s which with the input values are used to update the input-to hidden

) .
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weights. Incorrect local minima can be recognized by failure to converge to the desired
output pat tern during the training process. In this case the gradient descent is started
over again using new initial values for wj i or new values for the learning rate '7 and the
momentum term a.

Feedforward networks operate in two distinctive phases: learning phase and
consult ing phase. In the learning phase the patterns are fed into input layer and
propagated forward to the outpu t layer, where the actual outputs are compared with
desired ones and the error is obtained. The error is propagated backwards through the
network adjusting the weights of each layer. Adjustments of weights are made by first

•
updating the hidden-to output weights, and computing the error signals at the output
layer . Then, these terms are propagated back to the hidden layer to compute error
signals which are used to update the input-to hidden weights.

This is schematically illustrated in Figure 3 where tj is a desired output of unitj ;
~ is the error signal at the ou tpu t of the unitj; '7 is the learning rate parameter; a is
momentum term which determines the effect of past weights changes on the current
direction of movement in weight space; m. is the presentation number, netj is the total
input to a unit j ; OJ is the output of a unit in layer j ; f is a convenient logistic activation
fu nction.

~w ( m) = ~o 0 + aAw (m-l)
Ik I k Ik ~w (m) = ~o 0 + a~w (m-l)

JI J I JI

• •
•---0 =Lo w f (net )----0 =(t -0 )f (net

J
)

1 J J Jill J J J J

•

o =f ( ne t )
k k k
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J J J
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Figur 3. An illustration of the generalized deltn rule algori thm •

Functional Link Net (FLN) introduced by Pao 11 41 represents the new network
nrchit ctu ro that allows unsup rvisod learning, sup rvised learning and associat ive
r rt r icval to b cnr riod ou t with the same net configu ration and with the same data
st ructu re. 'I'h ' basic id a b 'hind a Functional Link Net is th us of links for effectin yo

non lin ar trn nsfo rmutions of the input patt rn b for it i C d to th inpu t layer of the
a .tuul n twor k, In this way th g n rra t ion of an onhunc d patte rn to lw us d in pluce
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of actual pattern is performed. There is mathematical basis, as well as pragmatic
evidence that supervised learning can be achieved exceedingly well with a flat net and
the delta rule if the enhancement are done correctly. This is in contrast to the
conventional use of a net with the obligatory hidden layers and the generalized delta
rule. No intrinsically new information is introduced, but the representation is
enhanced. The flat architecture of the FLN exhibits highly desirable learning
capabilities and in some applications drastically reduces the convergence t ime. In the
functional expansion model, the FLN acts on each node singly (typically through
orthonormal basis functions), while in the outerprcduct model each component of the-
input pattern multiplies the entire pat tern vector. It might induce the same set of
additional functionalities for each And every node in the input pattern space. Those
two FLN net architecture are shown in Figure 4a and 4b.·

,

•
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a
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Figure 4. a) The functional expansion model,
b) the outerproduct model of the Functional Link Net architecture

Use of the FLN-net "flat" architecture with no hidden layers increases learning
rates and simplifies the learning algorithms.

The basic characteristics of ANN architectures for supervised learning are:
layered network, linear operation between layers, nonlinear processing only at nodes,
no interaction among nodes in the same layer, iterative convergence to least mean
square error representation, processing of binary and analog data .

However, neural-nets are characterized by some inherent shortcomings. The
input features for characterization of the phenomena which is being solved must be
properly selected to describe a given problem. Backpropagat ion algorithm doesn' t scale
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well, the algorithm goes slowly and a criterion. how to select the optimum number of
hidden layers and the optimum number of ncues in the hidden layers should be
developed. The choice of good step parameters often involves a process of trial and
error and there is still lack of evidence that the steepest descent algorithm will not

•

converge to the local minimum.

The investigations of artificial neural networks have covered a large number of
top ics in interpretation, diagnostics, forecasting, predictive monitoring, control and a
variety of other tasks [1,3-13,15,16,18-24].

\

2. NEURAL-NET BASED UNSTABLE l"tACHINE IDENTIFICATION
•

USING INDIVIDUAL ENE:..}Y FUNCTIONS

•
In this sect ion a new method for unstable machine identification in power system

transient stability studies is presented. I cis based on the use of supervised learning
neural-net technology, and the adaptive pattern recognition concept. The
identification of the mode of instability plays the essential role in the process of
generating principal energy boundary hypersurfaces. It is demonstrated that using
individual energy functions as pattern features, an appropriately trained neural-net
can retr ieve the reliable estimates of the critical clearing time parameters.
Generalization capabilities of the neural-net processing allow for these assessments to
be independent of load levels.

The critical value of the total energy of machine i at the instant of fault clearing
Vi cr is defined to be equal to the maximum value of the potential energy along the
post-disturbance trajecto ry VpEi I max' Mode of instability is indicated at the instant of
fault Clearing, by the total transient energy of individual generators which exceeds
critical energy fo r generators belonging to the critical group. The concept of individual
energy functions introduces characterization of stability as a local phenomenon in
contrast to total energy funct ion. This way, loss of stability occurs when the absorption •
capability of the cutset that encircles the group of machines becomes less than kinetic
energy of that group on generators. Relying on local characterization of (in)stability we
select individual energy functions at the moment of fault clearing, normalized by
critical energy of global energy function as adequate input features which contain in
condensed form all relevant information about consequences of given fault on stability
of power system.

In order to eliminate necessary numerical integration because of existence of pa th
dependent integrands we propose the following expression for individual energy
functions in COl reference frame using the assumption of a linear t rajectory in the
angle space:
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impact of fault on individual ge ne ra to rs,

electrical distance be tw en individual ge nera to rs a nd faul ted bu s ,

changes in network topo logy,

we selected the following express ions:

It should be noted that power system's. s tate at fault d e ring time (t e) is
calculated analytically using Taylor' s ser ies expans ion and so individu al ne rgy
function s at fault clearing time ar computed in a s t. rnightforwru-d man n r.

In order to define features which properly I' fl eet:

f: = (P'III - Pe,(O')]nfr - IP'1I, -fpel (o' ) I McOl (Y,( Iy',)
, = 1 i=1

L = 1, ., n ( )

where :

Y,( - is admittance dis tance from gen eru to r i to faul ted bu s,

Y" - is se lf admittance uf genera to r bus L.

On the other hand for proper cha rac te r iza t ion of degree of s ta bility we used
individual energy function s at time of fault clearing, normalized by cr it ica l energy uf
global energy function Vcr'

•
Vj = ~c I Vcr; i = 1, ... ,n (9)

For given fault and fault clearing time (de te r m ined by acting of 'protective .

devices ) we propose two- step procedure for transient secu rity assessment and
determination of mode of instability. In the first s tep, the mode of instability and t he
CCT parameter arc determined using the real-time data. Second s tep transforms the
individual machine energies , for given fault clearing time, into the energy margin (E 1)

and classifies the system's sta tus as being either sta ble or unstable . This concept for
identification of mode of instability and transient secu r ity assessment is su m mar ized

in Figure 5.

I
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Figu re 5. Concept for identi fica t ion of mode of instability and
transient security assessment using ind ividual energy fu nctio ns

The performance of the AN N for new cases, not presented during the t rain ing
sess ion is illus t rated in Table 1.

It shou ld be observed that t he exact prediction of the mode of instabili ty is
ach ieved by ANN even in the case when actual mode of instability changes with t he
change of load level.

The estimated critical clear ing time agrees with the value obtained by numerical
integration procedure.

Th quality of the ANN based estimation of the energy margin reveals t he high
ge neraliza t ion power of distributed supervised learning system s.

Advantuges of t he propos sd approach come from t he parallelism which is inherent
to this m ethod and which provides sim ple and faster solu t ion to the unstable mach ine
identification and transient secu ri ty assessment problem. During consu lting phns
neural-net retri ves mode of instabil ity, energy margin and cr itica l clearing time wit h
orde r of mugnitudo more sp ed thun the classical numerical in tegration method. The
sp ed of ex icu t ion is an eBS mtinl r squ iremont of reul-timo dynum ic se nn-ity
uss .ssm m t sch III ·S .
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Table 1. T he comparison of actual and estimated CCT, energy margin
and mode of ins tability

Load Actual ANN TEl" Actual ANN Actual ANN
level CCT CCT Method Mode of Predict. Energy Energy

CCT .lnsta- of MOL Margin Margin
(p.u) (s) (s) (s) bility

FAULTED BUS-35 (FAULT CLEARING WITHOUT LINE SWITCHING)

0.95 0.28 0.27 0.281 G1-G9 G1-G9 -0.27 -0.31
0.85 0.32 0.32 0.318 G1-G9 G1-G9 +0.06 +0.06
0.75 0.37 0.37 0.358 G1-G9 G1-G9 +0.3 1 +0.30

•

0.65 0.41 0.41 0.392 G6 G6 +0.46 +0.47
0.55 0.46 0.45 0.447 G6 G6 +0.63 +0.62

, • • I

Load Actual ANN TEl" Actual ANN Actual ANN
level CCT CCT Method Mode of Predict . Energy Energy

CCT lnsta- of MOL Margin Margin
. (p.u) (s) (s) (s) bili ty

FA ULTED LINE 4-1 4 (FAULT CLEARING WITH LINE SWITCHING)

0.95 0.:26 0.:25 0.:248 G1-G9 G1-G9 -0.11 - 0.08
0.85 0.30 0.31 0.:298 G1- G9 G1- G9 +0.25 +0.27
0.75 0.35 0.35 0.351 G1- G9 G1- G9 +0.47 +0.46
0.65 0.38 0.38 0.398 G9 G9 +0.42 +0.41
0.55 0.35 0.37 0.369 G9 G9 +0.56 +0.55

. 3. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL N ETWORK BASED CALCULATION OF
GENERATOR-SHEDDING REQUIREMENTS

IN POvVER SYSTEM EMERGENCY CONTROL

This section presents an application of artificial neural networks in support of a
decision-making process of power system operators directed to wards fast stabilization
of multi-mach ine systems in emergency cont ro l situations. The proposed approach
considers generator shedding as the most effect ive discrete supplementary control fo r
improvement of dynamic performance of faulted power systems and preventing
instabilities. Learning capabilities of artificial neural networks are used to establish
com plex mappings between fault information and the amount of generation to be shed
suggest ing it as the contro l signal to the power system operator. Generalization
ca pabilit ies of ANN- s allow for control decisions to be independent of operating

condit ions.

We propose an emergency control system based on the use of associated

memories. Its schematic diagram is sho wn in Figure 6.
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HODEL Of ELECTRIC PO~R SYSTEH
•

•

fAULT DETECTI ON
AND IDENTIfI CATI ON
PART BASED ON
UNSUPERVI SED LEARNI NG

ASSOCIATIVE HEHORY SYSTEH

CONTROL DECISION
(NUMBER Of UNITS
AND GENERATION TO
BE SHED) llP

m

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
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~NPUT fEATURES I ~ ~ SYSTEH : ~UE pECISIONS I
~OR~ r~ V II I NPUT OUTPUT I

L NODES _ _ _ _ _ _ NODE j

HEHORY
CONfIGURATION
AND TRAINING

Figure 6. The li se of associative memory system for emerge ncy control (AMEC)

The role of fault detection and identi.icat ion unit (FDI) is to measure the
electr ical output powers Pfi of generators (i= 1,... ,n) and mechanical inputs Pmi during
a fault and to identify type and location of fault. This information together with the
information about topological observability and network connectivity (available from
sta te est imator) is used to calcu late input features for a neural net associate memory
system according to (8).

The AMEC system consists of two modules. The first one comprises a supervised
learning net trained with multi-pass learning methods. Its inputs and outputs
(targets) are defined in terms of F j - coefficie,l ts and shed generation, respectively. As
the resu lt of learning process a unique set of weights and thresholds is established on
the basis of presented data collected under various operating conditions, faul t . types
a nd network (power) topologies. During a consu lt ing phase, trained net is able to
synthesize appropriate emergency control measures , i.e., amounts of shed generat ion
cor responding to new and previously "u nseen" circumstances. It shou ld be noticed that
the character of the learned map is "analog-to-analog". The nature of the problem
dictates quantization of est imated contro l signals so that shed generation amounts
become practically feasibl ' .

Th quantization is carri id out according to nominal apparent power and number
of generator units in power sta t ions which Ill' s elect d for generator shcddin T . Then
the associa c decisions or a it ions Ill' related to quant ization intervals . This is thc tusk
of a s icond module , wh 'I' th output of 11 supervised learning syst nn serves as II cue
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If a 3-phase short-circuit fault occurs on line 29-26 and th faulted lin i t ripped
in if = 0.12 seconds, we attempt to stabilize the sy t m by h dding n par t of
generation at bus 38. In fact we considered the power station at bus 38 to con ain
8 x 125 MVA identical generator units and th g n ration h -dding i executed
simultaneously with the fault clearing. It shou ld b not d, that faul t on hne 29-21
with fault clearing policy of isolating fault by tripping the fault d line, O IUS'S ingle
mode of instability (generator 9 loses synchronism).

Using a t ransient stability program the minimum amounts of hed g morution are
determined necessary to prevent loss of synchronism.

The pe rformance of the neural-net system for n w cases, not pr . cnt d in the
training session i.e. for load levels 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 and 0.95 I p.u I i illu tratcd in
Table 2.
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Table 2. Results of the calculation of the required amount of generation to be shed
in the power station G9 for a fault at line 29-26 with tC = 0.12 s

In this sect ion we report ou r inves tigation of the problem of voltage degrada tion
during system transients. We present a novel approach to estimate the amoun t of the
worst transient vo ltage dip and the instance of its occurrence. Thi information is used
to activate undervoltage protective devices and u pda te network configu ratio n if
necessary and provide the inpu t to the conventional t ransient secu r ity asses m sn t
lTSAl rout.inc to 'valuate asymptotic stability of the post- fau lt transient behavior. We

AT

•

RAL-NET BASED CAL ULATION OF VOLTAGE DIP
MAXIlVlUM ANGULAR SvVING

I DIRE T THAN lENT STABILITY ANALY I

E4 .

The joint activation FLN-net with 10 in pu t nodes and 45 enhancement was
a llowed to train itself un til the least squa re er ror is reduced to 0.0000785 in 906
iterations with learning ra te 0.7 and momentum 0.5. The maximum pat tern error is
2.56 x 10-2 and the minimum pattern erro r 1.735 x 10-5.

We see tha t the est ima ted cont rol signals agree with the results calculated by
transient stability program even in cases when some lines are out of service.

Load level Lines out Minimum amount of Number of
[ p.u ) of service shed generation disconnected units

required to stabilize needed to stabilize the
the system calculated system calculated

by by
Transient Neural-net Transient Neural-net
stability system stability system
program [MW) program [MVA)

• fMWj fMVA j
0.95 - 203 205 2 x 125 2 x 125
0.85 - 241 233 3 x 125 3 x 125
0.75 • 266 267 3 x 125 3 x 125-
0.65 - 299 295 3 x 125 3 x 125
0.55 - 357 346 4 x 125 4 x 125
0.75 3-18 256 271 3 x 125 3 x 125
0.65 4-5 32 1 318 4 x 125 4 x 125
0.65 23-24 305 285 3 x 125 3 x 125
0.85 26-27 339 362 4 x 125 4 x 125
0.85 3-4 236 246 3 x 125 3 x 125
0.95 14-1 5 239 220 3 x 125 3 x 125
0.75 5-8 17-27 346 370 4 x 125 4 x 125

•
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propose fu r ther to store the outcomes of diffe rent simu lation runs onto the associative
memory appropriately designed as a feedfo rward neural- net system. Once the
"correctness" of the memory has been verified it serves as a fast and reliable estimato r
of transient voltage characteristics and can be used as a building block in a memory
ba.sed design of TSA package for use in real-time conditions.

A parallel hetero- associa tive memory can be realized using the architecture of a
feedforward neural-net system. Stored data can be always retrieved upon the
presenta t ion of a cue (input to the neural-net system). More interesting and useful
capabili ty of these systems is demonstra ted when a new cue is presented, which
doesn't match any of the previously stored data points. Due to the ability to generalize
the memory will exhibit the outcome which will be equivalent to the one obtained afte r
running an entire power system simula t ion case. Savings in computation time and
complexity are eno rmous. In ou r early studies of memory-based load- flow analysis we
observed efficiency ra t ios around 1000 : 1.

Here, our goal is to examine the generalization capabilities of neural-nets in the
scope of being able to deal with a large range of opera ting conditions with different

load levels. Our focus is on estimation of the worstmaximum angular swings 0 I the-max

00

worst voltage dips. the voltage dip critical clearing time tc I the transien t ene rgy

, ( .0 ) I I d' uu ' V Ol P ( 0) . Imargin ~ V tc = tc ,and t ie vo tage ip s ta I ity margin 6 tc = tc using neura -

nets ,

Th e cri u cal clearing (LITle ll; ) is the maximal fault duration for which the system

is t ransiently stable and transient energy margin greater then zero,

T he voltage d ip critical clearing time (t; o) is maximal fau lt clearing time beyond

which the worst voltage in the network dips below 0.8 p.u.

Th e uoltage dip stability margin is defined by expression:
•

NG NG-l NG )
~ VOIP = - LFi(OmllX

i
- Oic)- L L [Cij (cos OmllX v - cos Oi} -

i= l i=l j =i+l

•

The voltage dip stability margin is introduced to indicate how far is the sys tem
from the critical voltage value below which some load elements will trip. Physically ,

00 DIP d k bwhen the fault clearing time has lasted tc > tc then t!. V < a an networ us

voltage magni tudes will dip beyond acceptable level of 0.8 p.u .
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In other words we provide a se t (pat tern) of system description parameters as

neural-net and the net returns an estimate of 89 max' t;* ,6. V(t;" ), t; ,

•

The neural-net used in this study consists of three layers, consisting of the input
layer with 20 units, one hidden layer with 15 units and a 5 units in the output layer.

Schematically, this concept is illustrated in Figure 8.

8gmsx . **Ie

General ized delta rule (GDR) net

Single hidden layer with 15 nodes
learning rate = 0 .9, momentum = 0 .7

•

•

F
2

F
NG

where :

Figure . Generalized Delta Rule Net with t rai ning parameters

•

( 11 )

The performance of the neural-net system for new cases, not presented du ring
the t raining sessio n i.e. for load levels 0.85 and 0.55 [ p.u I is illustrated in Table 3.

In following we display the results of quick prediction of voltage dip tability

margin l VOIP
) for different fau lt clearing times (tc)' in orde r to evaluate the quality

of ou r proposed sys tem in comparison with time- domain simulations. The result are
shown in Figure 9.
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Table 3. The comparison of actual values (calculated by time domain simulations - TDi
and estimated values (calcu lated by neural- net -NNET) for cases not
presented to neural-net during traininz phase

b

LOAD METHOD 09m ax
"" t. V(t;") t. VDlP(t; )tc "

LEVEL
tc

[p.u] [degree] Is] [p.u I [sJ [p.u I
0.85 TD 89.6 0.115 0.81 0.140 -1.04

. NNET 89.8 0.117 0.83 0.142 -1.08

0.55 'I'D 88.4 0.090 0.61 0.110 -0.68

NNE'I' 88 .5 0.089 0.62 0.1 09 -0.67

Figure 9. Comparison of voltage dip stability margins (~ V Ol? J,

ob ta ined by time domain simulat io ns a nd calcula ted by neural-net

Til", quality of the A 1N based estima t. icn of the voltage dip parameters reveals

the high ge nerulizuuon capability of distributed supervised learning systems.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Art ificial neural networks have been proven to be a powerful tool for building the

unconvent ional space transformations such as the one from individual energy
functions into the space of essen t ial parameters for stability / instabili ty

•
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'lllI racter iza t ion such as energy margin , cr it ica . c ca r ing ti·., ,) and a mode of instability.
The present approach performs successfu lly even ~l cases when actual m ode of
in stability changes with tota l powe r systc.n loau lever change.

The associative memory system im plernen '. ~d on the com pu tational platfor m of

artificial neural networks is proposed for the fast determination of genera tor- shedding
I' iqu irements in power systems. The cr it ical amount of generator- shedding required
to prevent t he loss of synchronism is deter.nincd using the Functional Link Net
nrchitecture with in the supervised learning r ,·ocess. The com plex mappings between
fault information a nd a mou nt of generation tJ \),) shed is efficiently learned by neural
nets which are able to suggest the control action a fte r appropriate tra ining.

A new concept for an evaluation of voltage dips at maximum angular swings has
been pres sn ted suitable for t reatment of large disturbances in direct analysis of
transient stability.

The validity of the proposed approaches is tested on the New E ngland power
• system exa m ple, by comparison with the time- domain sim u lations, demonst rat ing

close agreements of neura l-net predictions and actual power system transient s ta bility
pa rn m 'tel's.
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